Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach

Topic

Michael Thomas / Chuck Shinton

Session date

Time available

8/24/2018

Technical / Tactical

U10/U12 - Passing for Possession

Tactical / Technical

WARM-UP
Organization

Key Coaching Points

Dutch Square:

Click to insert session diagram

* Technique of passing and receiving. Toe-Up, Ankle
locked. When passing, step into pass beside ball with
Half of the players on the inside of the square (with soccer plant-foot pointing towards target. Follow through
balls), half on the outside. The insiders will pass the soccer with pass.
ball to the outsiders. The outsiders will pass the ball back
with one or two touches to the insiders. The insiders will
* Receive in direction you want to go. Use foot like
receive the soccer ball and look for another outsider to
"mirror" to redirect ball.
pass to. After a few minutes, switch insiders with outsiders.
Coach: Have players pass and receive with both
the right and left foot.

ACTIVITY 1
Organization

Key Coaching Points

3v3 Game Everyone Touches the Ball:
Click to insert session diagram

* Technique of passing and receiving.

In a 20x30 yard grid, play a 3v3 game with one goal * Be in supporting positions - Use width and
on each end line. The players will try to connect as depth of field - Create passing options.
many passes as they can before they can pass the
soccer ball through the goal.
* is it OK to go backwards?? YES, if doing so with
a purpose and under control. Don't play back to
Scoring: All the players on the team in possession a player under pressure.
must have a touch on the ball before scoring. If they
lose possession, they need to start again.
* Do not FORCE ball forwards when doing so will
lose possession.

ACTIVITY 2
Organization

Key Coaching Points

4v4 / 5v5 to Four Small Goals:

Click to insert session diagram

* Technique of passing and receiving.

In a 30x35 yard grid (or a half field) place two small 2 * Pace and Accuracy of passes
yard cone goals on each end line, near corner. Each
team defends and attacks TWO goals.
* Head up to look for "space" away from
defenders and to look for undefended goal.
If playing with 4 players, the attacking shape should
be a 1-2-1 diamond or 3-1. If playing with five
* "Switch" field to unbalance defenders.
players, the attacking shape should be a 3-2 or
2-1-2.
* Do not FORCE ball forwards when doing so will
lose possession.
Play 2 minute games then rotate teams if necessary.

GAME
Organization
Game:
Click to insert session diagram

If field space if available play a game using all
normal rules.

Key Coaching Points
* Reinforce all coaching points from previous
activities

May use smaller teams (5v5/6v6) on a half field with
one team attacking large goal and one team
attacking two small cone goals.
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